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Easy-Trim Ridge F Hip Accessory Kit
5 x Hip Trays, 26 x Short Leg Ratchet Clips,
20 x Long Hip Clips, 20 x Short Hip Clips
Hip Accessory Kit Contents:
5 x Hip Trays

PLEASE NOTE:
26 x Short Leg Ratchet Clips

Our Hip Accessory Kit is to be
used in conjunction with our
own 6m Ridge F Kit

20 x Short Hip Clips

20 x Long Hip Clips

Before installation, ensure you have a 6m ridge kit and that all kit components are present and correct in number.
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Easy-Trim Ridge F Hip Kit Step-by-Step instructions
1

Lay underlay as normal ensuring that the
underlay overlaps the other side by 150mm
min, and install tilling battens to the hip
rafter or to noggins nailed to the hip rafter.

5

Remove the release paper from the butyl
adhesive strip on the underside of each edge
of the roll, and firmly press onto the clean,
dry tile on both sides (avoid crushing the
corrugations). Ensure the rolls overlap at the
hip abutment, and at the eaves carefully tuck
back and stick behind the tiles

2

Build up the hip batten on the hip rafter, to a
height such that the hip tray overlaps the
tiles on both sides and secure with nails.

6

Lay the hip trays centrally over the hip roll,
overlapping the next tray by approximately
75mm and secure with nails.

3

Lay tiles as normal, ensure neatly cut tiles
along the hip battens are no more than 30mm
from the battens, and secured using the long
and short hip clips provided. Nail the long hip
clip to the batten through the holes provided,
and then slide the cut tile into the clip below.
Clip the short hip clip to the top end of the cut
tile, attaching it to the adjoining tile at the
interlock.

7

Insert the Long and two short ratchet clips
loosely into the middle and side slots
respectively on the union. Lay the block end
hip tile on the roll starting at the eaves,
mechanically fix with screw and washer, and
slide the union into the open end of the tile.
Slide the next hip tile into the open end of
the union and press all three clips firmly in
place. Secure the union with the screws
provided, through the long ratchet clips.
Any protruding end of the union can be
snapped off or folded behind the union.

4

Roll out the Easy-Ridge F roll centrally
across the entire length of the ridge batten,
using the white spine of the roll as a guide
over the ridge batten. Secure the roll by
nailing through the white spine using
corrosion resistant nails provided. All joints
in the ridge roll must be overlapped by
75mm min. Leave a 75mm long strip of the
roll at each end of the hip.

8

Cut the tiles to form a neat mitre junction at
the ridge hip junction. Drill a whole near the
mitre and mechanically fix each tile with a
screw to the batten. Seal openings in the cut
tiles with a roofing grade mastic sealants.
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